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The WMV formats is the audio and the video formats created by the Microsoft Corporation to give
the best quality videos and to compete in the market with the other streaming application of Real
Video, there is another format that was made along with WMV that is Windows media player,
AVI(Audio Video interleave).

Blu-ray as well as high definition DVD was recorded using the latest versions of Microsoft
Corporation. These formats are easy to use and to also to convert to other formats as well.  The
instructions to convert are all same in any quality software be it converting from WMV to DVD or
DVD to WMV. There are certain things that need to be looked while converting the files to any
format as little carelessness or lack of knowledge might result in the loss of the data. The very first
and the important step in the conversion is looking for the appropriate software required to convert
your files to the format you want. Search for the best converter with excellent features online and
then go for the converter. Internet is the widest source that will help you find the best and affordable
software that will help you convert the files in the format you want.

Apart form converting you can also edit your pictures and photos like adding cropping, adding
frames, changing the photo effects etc. it is advisable to install the software in your computers to
use them at any point of time. At the time of installing make sure you follow the instructions carefully
as it might not work properly if not installed in a proper way. Well once the installation is complete
then register into the website of the software to receive the alerts for the updates of the software
that will help you use the latest version available in the market. Subscribing to the alerts will help
you a lot in improving the quality of the software you use. There are certain details of the WMV and
the AVI files that will help you for the better usage of the software. WMV and the AVI files use
certain encoders that are suitable for other products introduced by the Microsoft Corporation. You
need to be aware of the labels of the WMV and the AVI files which are easy and convenient to
convert.

Features:

Wonder share WMV to DVD converter is the effective authoring program that will easily burn the
WMV to DVD as it has the most flexible video enhancement options. This professional WMV to DVD
converter will guide you to combine the WMV files to video slide shows by adding beautiful transition
effects and a customized menu. You also can edit your video files by cropping, length trimming
setting different video effects. The burner will enable you to burn WMV and ASF files to DVD with
ease. You are just a few clicks away from the converted and burned files to DVD format. You can
also confirm the final changes made to the video before giving the final touch that is saving the files
that has been converted.
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customers.Come and visit our online shop. http://www.wondershare.com
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